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Abstract: While several design studies have used prototypes as test-instruments to validate the success or
failure of design outcomes, only a few have touched upon the role of prototypes as learning agents for a
designer during the design process. Prototypes, according to these latter studies, are considered more than
mere evaluation tools; they are the means by which designers organically and evolutionarily learn, discover,
generate, refine, and communicate their design ideas. This study attempts to enumerate such roles of
prototypes during an iterative prototyping process adopted for the design of spatial-based learning tools to
fostering number sense in young children. The designer has employed the process of prototyping as a
vehicle for inquiry during the design of these tools. The study revealed that the features of a prototype that
designers decide to retain or filter during each iteration cycle, enable them to traverse the design space,
besides acting as a decisive factor for the success of the prototype. The study also illustrated the pivotal role
of both the users and the prototypes in shaping the designer’s thinking process. Based on this, some of the
known models of prototypes are also revisited to be more inclusive of users
Keywords: prototyping; filtering dimensions; action research; number sense; spatial visualization

1 Introduction
Prototypes and the process of prototyping are crucial pillars of any design process. They are vehicles for
communicating a designer’s ideas, instruments for refining existing ideas, and a catalyst for novel ones (Lim,
Stolterman & Tenenberg, 2008; Matthews & Wensveen, 2015). In the field of design research and practice, they have
played a spectrum of roles including– testing a concept or design, gathering stakeholder’s needs, identifying design
issues (Camburn, Viswanathan, Linsey, Anderson, Jensen, Crawford, Otto & Wood, 2017), and problem definition and
ideation (Deininger, Daly, Sienko & Lee, 2017). According to Gero (1990), a design prototype is a conceptual schema
for representing a class of generalized heterogeneous grouping of elements derived from similar design cases that
initiate and maintain continuity in a design. Prototypes are also proposed to be ‘filters that traverse a design space’
and ‘manifestations of design ideas that concretize and externalize conceptual ideas’ (Lim et al., 2008).
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Noting their significant contribution, several design researchers have focused on the taxonomy of prototypes based
on their fidelity (Lim, Pangam, Periyasami & Aneja, 2006), uses in design or developmental process (Lichter et al.,
1994), or on representations and manifestations of design ideas (Lim et al., 2008). Houde and Hill (1997) proposed to
triangulate the dimensions of a prototype (Figure 1) into Role, Look and Feel, and Implementation, at the intersection
of which Integration emerges. Role prototypes refer to the purpose or function of an artefact, Look and feel
prototypes denote the visceral aspects of the representation, Implementation prototypes connote the techniques and
components required to achieve the function, and Integration prototypes reflect the complete user experience of an
artifact (Houde & Hill, 1997). Houde and Hill deliberately drew the triangle askew to emphasize that all dimensions are
equally significant in a prototype as well as in prototyping.

Figure 1. What prototypes prototype (Houde & Hill, 1997)

Matthews and Wensveen (2015), have further categorized prototypes as an experimental component, a means of
inquiry, a research archetype, and as a vehicle for inquiry. In the first three cases, research is driven by or conducted
through the prototype, and in the fourth, the process of prototyping is the vehicle for inquiry. While a number of
studies have focused on research-driven by or conducted through the prototype, only a few have illustrated the
process of prototyping as the vehicle for inquiry (Matthews & Wensveen, 2015), or illustrated the designer’s action of
designing (Camburn et al., 2017) or the iterative construction of the artefact (Matthews & Wensveen, 2015; Lim et al.,
2008). After all, prototypes are more than mere evaluation tools- they are the means by which designers organically
and evolutionarily learn, discover, generate, and refine designs (Lim et al., 2008). Arguably, even though the practice
of prototyping, as a means of inquiry often receives the least attention as a research contribution, often in design
practice and research, prototyping plays a significant role in directing the exploration and development of the solution
(Mathews & Wensveen, 2015). Hence, this study sought to contribute to the existing knowledge in the field of
research by considering prototypes as vehicles of research; that is, the possibility of examining the prototyping
process as both the method and the object of research (Mathews & Wensveen, 2015).
This study was conducted in the context of an educational design project in which the designer (in this case the
authors) explored the design of learning manipulatives to enhance the Number Sense (from here on, NS) of young
students. It is only a part of a much larger doctoral study (of the first author) on designing spatial tools for scaffolding
NS. The presentation of this work is a somewhat refined version of the otherwise messy process that occurs behind
the scenes. This paper is an interim juncture within the scope of the larger doctoral inquiry and has its own failings;
nevertheless, it allows the authors to critically inquire into their own journey of prototyping.

2 The Design Project- Designing of Spatial Manipulatives for Scaffolding NS
Before elaborating upon the prototypes and the process of prototyping, it is essential to briefly introduce the design
problem on which the research inquiry is based.
Number Sense development is considered the foundation for all higher-level mathematics, and a lack of it has been
stated as the cause for student’s poor performance in higher mathematics (Jordan, Glutting & Ramineni, 2010; Boaler,
2015). The literature of Mathematical cognition and mathematics education defines NS in myriad ways (Berch, 2005).
However, this study interprets NS as an ability to be fluent with numbers as defined by Twomey Fosnot and Dolk
(2001). That is, knowing how a number can be composed and decomposed and using that information to be flexible
and efficient with solving problems (Boaler, 2015). For example, knowing 25 is composed of 20 and 5 or two 10s and a
5.
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Studies have established that the ability of Spatial Visualisation (from here on SV) is closely linked to the improvement
of early NS (Nes, 2009; Cheng, 2012). It is the skill of building and manipulating mental representations of two-and
three-dimensional objects and perceiving an object from different perspectives (NCTM, 2000, p. 41). It primarily
consists of the mental rotation (MR) which is the ability to visualize how an object might look like when rotated in 2D
or 3D space (NCTM, 2000).
While SV can be enhanced in several ways, symmetry-based training has shown to immensely improve the SV of
young students (Davis, 2015). However, despite these theoretical evidences and established facts that use of
manipulatives improves the math performance of students (Ahmed, Jeavons & Oldknow, 2004), there is a dearth of
explicit teaching instructions and educational aids that are consciously designed based on the correlation of these
specific spatial and math abilities (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014; Davis, 2015). While the literature does display
spatial tools such as Hundreds board systems, base 10 blocks, Ten frames, Number rods, etc., and activities with Dot
cards, Dominoes, Hundred squares (Swan & White, 2006; Bobis, 2008), etc., these primarily focus on building of
mental representations and not so much on their mental manipulation. On the other hand, tools such as tangrams
and construction blocks like Legos (Nes & Eerde, 2010), do foster mental manipulation, but it is not linked to NS.
Moreover, most existing tools spatialize only the ‘numerical magnitude’ aspect of numbers while maintaining the
‘visual number form’ (Kadosh & Dowker, 2015), i.e., the numeral representation of a number. For example, a number
rod for the number 2, represents its magnitude aspect by its length, and visual aspect by the numeral 2 itself, printed
on the rod as shown in Figure 2 (Montessori Primary Guide, 2019).

Figure 2. Number rods

Therefore, this study proposed to explore the prototyping process as a vehicle for inquiry through the design of spatial
visualization-based learning tools for fostering NS. This was done by
• Spatializing numbers in terms of both quantity and the visual number form through geometric shapes, and
• Stimulating mental manipulation (particularly mental rotation) of students through the designed tool.

3 The Research Method
The systematic, iterative prototyping process was documented, analyzed, and reflected upon through the action
research method (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005). The research contribution of the study was not tied not to the artefact
itself as much as to how the artefact was crafted (Matthews & Wensveen, 2015).
The study was conducted with eight preschool students aged between (4-4.5-year-old) at the Redbird
Kindergarten School, Nankari village, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh in India. The students here hailed from a lower socioeconomic stratum with little or no possibility of gaining knowledge through additional tuitions. The school is based on
an experimental ideology and adopts unconventional pedagogy. Hence, the Principal, teachers, as well as the parents,
were willingly open to try the use of novel manipulatives in the curriculum. As described by the school Principal and
teachers, the students had recently learned numbers up till forty, by mostly counting and numeral identification.
However, the concept of quantity was still not clear, and number composition and decomposition were completely
unfamiliar. This proved fertile ground to introduce numbers as spatial entities to the students before they were
trained in a different worldview of numbers.
Requisite permissions from the Principal as well as the parents were taken in a parent-teacher meeting, where the
author was a special invite. To maintain the privacy of the subjects, names have been altered and faces masked in the
photographs.
3
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4 The Prototyping Process
4.1 Action-Cycle 1: The Number-Strip Prototype
4.1.1 Plan
In the lack of any specific and definite leads towards the problem solution, Action-Cycle 1 began with no particular
direction and resulted into a prototype of just about any idea that correlated the two main variables of the design
problem- numbers and spatial comprehension. The authors hoped that the failure or success of the prototype would
indicate a direction to the problem-solving. This action cycle was a gamble, however, planning, and later making of the
prototypes assisted the authors to simply bind the overwhelming and inconsistent concept generation phase into
something concrete. The early phases of prototyping were unstructured, free-flowing, inconsistent, and stretching
towards multiple directions. Everything seemed a possibility; however, the authors had no clue of its feasibility or its
impact on the users. Hence, the authors began the exploration of integrating numbers with spatial competency, with
the simplest possible concept of representing each number by a geometric shape, say a square. That is a 1 can be
equivalent to a single square; consequently, a 2, which is nothing but 1+1, can then be represented by composing
(constituting) two squares.
2=
Consequently, in this concept, the quantity of a number is equivalent to the number of squares, and the visual number
form, that is, the numeral of a number is represented by the rectangular shape formed by the unique composition of
these squares. Numbers can then be composed or decomposed by each set of square-shapes in relation with other
square shapes.

4.1.2 Action
The authors created colorful number stripes out of paper to externalize the above plan. Easily printable and simple to
cut at right-angles, these number stripes were uncomplicated to print and replicate. The stripes were colour-coded for
each number, with a 2mm gap between two squares. For instance,
1= a single square of red colour
2= a blue rectangle formed by two squares

3= a yellow rectangle formed by three squares

Therefore, the quantity of number 3 was equivalent to three yellow squares in the spatial domain. More importantly,
3 could be composed of in terms of various other smaller number strip combinations. For instance,
3 = 1+1+1 is equivalent to 3 single squares

3=2+1 is equivalent to two blue squares and a single red square

‘3’ can also be represented as a single yellow rectangle to represent three as a whole

This way, the authors were able to compose various numbers with combinations of other number stripes, as shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The Number-strip prototype

4.1.3 Reflect
The designer created these coloured stripes for numbers 1-15. However, while constructing various numbers, recall of
numbers through colours and size proved difficult and confusing. The prototype worked well when the stripes were
visually and tangibly available for manipulations; however, in the absence of the physical product, mental recall of the
spatial numbers did not succeed as holding the mental image of the number was difficult. The tool also lacked in
providing affordance for mental rotation plausibly because, with every increase in numerical value, the shape or
orientation of the prototype remained unaffected. A new number was nothing but another rectangle only with an
increased length. Thus, the stripe prototype successfully exemplified a numerical value but not the spatial character of
the value. Therefore, the designer sought to explore more ideas which correlated the visual number form of a number
with a shape instead of colour.

4.2 Action-Cycle 2: The Tree Fractal Prototype
4.2.1 Plan
The previous prototype was incomplete and interim. Nevertheless, it gave a cue to the designer to shift focus from
colours onto shapes. Diversifying concept generation within the same category, that is Mathematics, the designer
explored several spatial concepts such as fractals, geometry, and trigonometry. Unlike the previous cycle, Action-Cycle
2 was more goal-oriented and structured. Upon exploration, the designer learned that fractals are self-similar patterns
created by repeating a simple pattern over and over again (Barnsley, 2014). That is, a simple pattern can be
considered as the fundamental building block of the entire fractal. This is analogous to considering the number 1, as
the building block of the infinite number system. Fractals also give rise to new patterns after every level, opening up
the possibility of creating diverse shapes for every new number, which the previous Number-strip prototype lacked.

4.2.2 Action
While investigating different kinds of fractals, the designer stumbled upon the Tree fractal. Similar to the
deconstruction of a number into its smaller number constituents, a Tree fractal contained a repeating pattern of tree
branches splitting into smaller ones. The designer explored this analogy by experimenting with the decomposition of
the number 100 (represented by the rectangular shape) in the form of a Tree-fractal, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The Tree fractal prototype- decomposition of hundred

While using the analogy, the designer could not use the source of the analogy as-is but had to transform it a little to fit
design problems. The branching at every stage was supposed to occur with the branches splitting into two smaller
5
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ones of equal areas. However, the designer split the areas unequally to enable to show decomposition in terms of all
possible smaller number combinations.
The designer constructed several combinations of numbers, composed and decomposed in terms of other smaller
numbers. For instance, Figure 5 shows a few of the possible compositions of 8.

Figure 5. Various numerical and spatial compositions of eight

4.2.3 Reflect
The Tree fractals represented numbers as nested, interconnected, and composing or decomposing of other numbers.
They are flat and easy to replicate through 2D colour printing in any school. Despite several efforts, while constructing
numbers with the Tree-fractal prototype, the same problem of unique visual number form as in Action-Cycle 1
resurfaced. The same number could be perceived in different shapes in a Tree-fractal, but the similarity between
some spatial visualizations was very close. For instance, the two combinations- 5+3 and 4+3 for 8 and 7, respectively,
were visually similar because the rectangles of 4 and 5 differed negligibly in their areas, as shown in Figure 6. This
again increased the dependency on colour instead of shape to identify a number.

Figure 6. Tree fractal representation for 5+3=8 and 4+3=7

The fractals spatialized numbers better than the Number-strips prototype. However, they were still unable to
construct a unique visual number form to facilitate identification and recall of a numerical value.

4.3 Action-Cycle 3: The Tessellation Prototype
4.3.1 Plan
As Fractals provided some degree of success in Action-Cycle 2, the designer explored similar geometry-based solutions
in disciplines other than Mathematics and stumbled upon Islamic tessellations. Islamic tessellations are similar to
fractals with infinitely repeating patterns. They are geometric designs which are created by fitting polygonal shapes
together, without any gaps. These polygons are drawn on either a square or an equilateral triangle-based grid, as
shown in Figure 7 (IAGD, 2004).
The tessellation grids provide ample affordance for construction of symmetric patterns, a trait which was most
welcome in this study because symmetry-based training has proven to positively affect student’s spatial visualization
ability (Nes, 2009; SRIEY, 2015, p. 92). Moreover, the same tessellation enabled viewing of multiple patterns in it. For
example, the tessellation in Figure 8, can be seen as a pattern of repeated flowers as well as that of repeating
diamonds. This can be considered analogous to the viewing of the same number in terms of various smaller number
compositions. The tessellation concept was further explored in detail.
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Figure 7. The square and equilateral triangle-based grid

Figure 8. Multiple patterns in a tessellation

4.3.2 Action
The designer selected a square grid for exploring the construction of symmetric shapes. A 1 was represented by any
single right-angled triangle in the grid, as shown in Figure 9. The subsequent numbers were then formed inside a
single grid element (Figure 9) with the following constraints:
• A number x can be formed with x number of right-angled triangles, thus spatializing the quantity of a number
• These triangles must be arranged in the grid such that the sides or the vertex of any two triangles should touch
each other, so as to create a symmetrical pattern, thus spatializing the visual number form of the number
Based on the above self-imposed design constraints, the designer created all the possible tessellations (NumberShapes from hereon), from 1 to 10. These Number-Shapes for numbers 1-5 are shown in Figure 9.
Thus, a number is spatialized as follows- the quantity aspect of a number, say, 3 is equivalent to three connected rightangled triangles in the spatial domain, and the numeral aspect of 3 is equivalent to the unique symmetric patterns
created by the triangles as shown in Figure 9.

7
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4

5

Figure 9. Number-Shape exploration for numbers from 1-5

4.3.3 Reflect
The designer explored these tessellations for days, composing, and decomposing Numbers-Shapes. For example, the
Number-Shape for 4 (Figure 10.a) was constructed with various number compositions- four 1s (Figure 10.b), a 3 and a
1 (Figure 10.c), and two 2s (Figure 10.d).

Figure 10. Various Number-Shapes of four

More interestingly, in some instances, the Number-Shape also rotated. For example, the Number-Shape of 4 in Figure
10.d, consists of two 2s. The upper green square, representing the Number-Shape 2, is rotated by 45 degrees to fit the
shape of 4, thus indicating the inherent ability of this concept for aiding mental rotation.
As the Number-Shapes were unique, the designer was also able to easily remember and recall them after some
familiarization. The Number-Shapes not only proved effective in spatializing the quantity aspect of a number but also
its numeral character through a unique pattern for each number. The closely spaced Number-Shapes were no longer
confusing, as in the case of previous prototypes.
8
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4.4 Action-Cycle 4: The Tessellation Based Triangle-Thread Prototype
4.4.1 Plan
The tessellation concept discussed in Action-Cycle 3, holistically catered to the objectives of the design problem;
therefore, the designer decided to explore it further through a tangible physical manipulative.

4.4.2 Action
As planned, the designer tinkered with a prototype that reflected the concept of Action-Cycle 3 by cutting out rightangled triangles out of cardboard. The small right-angled triangles were cut in thick paper. Several ways of connecting
the triangles were explored which would offer sufficient freedom of movement to the triangles for easy construction
of Number-Shapes. Amongst all the alternatives, a thread-based connection was found to be cheap and quick for
prototyping as well as testing. The designer assumed that more refined alternatives for the final material could be
explored after obtaining the confirmation of this concept’s viability in the field. The vertex of each triangle was
connected to the adjacent ones with a thread. These Threaded-Triangles or TTs were made for each number from 1 to
10, such that the TT for a number x comprised of x number of triangles, and enabled formation of various NumberShapes for the number x. These Number-Shapes were the same set of unique triangular, symmetric patterns which
were developed in Action-Cycle 3. The TT for number 4 and its various Number-Shapes are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Triangle Train for number 4

Since the students were below five years of age, the tool had also to provide sufficient affordance for holding and
grasping because fine motor skills at this age are not highly developed (Booth Church & Poole, 2019). Thus, the size of
the triangles was increased, and they were cut out from a thicker and lighter material similar and equally inexpensive
to cardboard.

4.4.3 Reflect
The design of the TTs reaffirmed the realization of the designer in Action-Cycle 3 that the uniqueness of these
Number-Shapes was easy to identify, remember, and recall, though the initial learning curve could differ between
users. While using the TT, the designer also realized that composition and decomposition of numbers was easier than
earlier prototypes because the nesting of smaller Number-Shapes in larger ones was far more evident and easier to
discriminate in the TTs.
However, the most significant addition to the iterations of prototypes in each action cycle was the possibility of
physically manipulating the Number-Shape. Unlike the Number strips or the Tree-fractals, the TTs could be physically
rotated without affecting the quantity or composition of the number. Symmetry in shape, irrespective of rotation, was
also a prominent feature of TT that would assist spatial visualization as established in the literature. TT could also
evaluate the student’s ability to construct and deconstruct various Number-Shapes in all possible number
combinations, and their ability to identify shapes in various orientations.
By now, the designer was in a position to test the potential of the TT by its ability to enable construction and
deconstruction of the symmetric Number-Shapes, to provide freedom of exploration while also allowing students to
undo errors quickly. However, the designer was unsure whether the student would only create symmetric NumberShapes with TT, as it provided a high degree of freedom for the exploration of many kinds of shapes, including the
asymmetrical ones. The threaded TT also offered some resistance for flipping over of triangles while making the
Number-Shapes. This could act as a hindrance for the students to make quick iterations or undo a mistake. To clarify
these apprehensions, the designer planned to deploy the TT with the students.
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4.5 Action-Cycle 5: The Loose Triangles Prototype
4.5.1 Plan
Understanding the limitations of the thread in the previous action cycle, the advantages of a tessellation model, as
well as the unfamiliarity of the students with the TT manipulative, the designer planned to introduce the tool in a
phase by phase manner. In phase 1, the unthreaded independent triangles were planned to be introduced to test
whether the students can comprehend and construct symmetrical shapes. Further testing of the TT tool was to be
made based on the response of the students to the triangles.

4.5.2 Action
In a class of 8 students, the authors with explicit permission from the Principal of the school held a small workshop.
The authors showed children a few simple symmetric patterns and asked them to construct similar patterns with the
given loose cut-outs of triangles. While students were able to reconstruct the demonstrated symmetric patterns, they
also showed a tendency to create new symmetric and non-symmetric ones of their own. A few students were excited
after creating a pattern and invited their friends to their seat to show them their pattern. They often moved around
the class instead of sitting in one place, sometimes with the triangles, and sometimes without it.

4.5.3 Reflect
Reflecting upon the session, the designer realized that the designed TT tool, similar to the loose triangles, also
provided the affordance for non-symmetric patterns in addition to the symmetric ones. The TT manipulative was also
unportable and not designed to exhibit or share the created patterns with peers, a tendency which had emerged in
students during this workshop session. During the session, the students also showed little patience which made the
designer realize that they might get frustrated with the threaded TT prototype due to the resistance offered by the
thread.

4.6 Action-Cycle 6: The Cut-Out Prototype
4.6.1 Plan
Since students were able to create symmetric patterns in Action-Cycle 5, the designer was convinced that NumberShapes or tessellations do have the potential to impart the concept of number composition and decomposition.
However, the TT tool required to accommodate two more additional features- first, a constraint for building only
symmetric shapes and second, portability. These features required a further iteration of the TT manipulative as
explicated below.

4.6.2 Action (by the Designer)
In this action cycle, the designer began by tinkering with manipulatives that had a symmetric boundary within which
only symmetric shapes could be created, thus imposing the constraint. This exploration resulted in the design of the
Cut-Out tool, which consisted of the following parts- (1) a base with a Cut-out niche that acted like a symmetric
boundary condition and secondly (2) a set of loose Number-Shape cards that fit into the niches. These are shown in
Figure 12.
The base comprised of a thick cardboard niche representing the outline of a Number-Shape, which facilitated the
placement of the Number-Shape cards inside it. A transparent sheet then was pasted at the back of the base to hold
the placed cards and to view the numerals written on them. It also ensured portability. The Number-Shape cards, on
the other hand, were created by cutting out the various Number-Shapes by their outline from coloured papers. They
contained the line-diagram of the Number-Shape pattern on the front side and the respective numeral written at the
backside (Figure 12).
The Cut-out tool facilitated the construction of Number-Shapes through the placement of various combinations of
smaller Number-Shape cards in the Cut-Out base. The tool also enabled rotation of various smaller Number-Shape
cards to be correctly fit into the base. This process of construction and deconstruction of Number-Shapes was also
quick and less tedious, unlike in the case of the TT tool. The transparent sheet, as expected, facilitated viewing of
numerals at the base by lifting it up as well as offered seamless portability. Since the tool was found to fulfill the
requirements, it was then revisited to check its appropriateness of being deployed with the students.

10
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Front

Back

Figure 12. The Cut-out prototype for 4 with two 2s

As the tool was to be handled by the young students, the Cut-out base as well as the number cards were designed
with an appropriate size, large enough, to be comfortably grasped and carried around by the students. The fidelity of
the tool was kept low due to the uncertainty of the success of the tool and anticipated future iterations. Various Cutout bases and Number-Shape cards were created for deployment with students, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Cut-outs for numbers, 4 and 5 with paper Number-Shapes

4.6.3 Action (by the Students)
During the workshop session, the designer introduced the Cut-out tools for numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 to students and
demonstrated them about how to fill it up with various smaller number compositions. Students were then given a CutOut each to let them fill up the Cut-Out with various smaller Number Shape cards.
The prototype was able to evaluate the student’s ability to correctly fill up the Cut-out manipulative, rotate the shapes
appropriately to fit them inside the Cut-outs, and construct and deconstruct the same Cut-out Number- Shape in all
the possible smaller number combinations. On the other hand, the students evaluated the prototype by its usefulness,
flexibility of enabling construction with any smaller Number-Shape combination, level of forgiveness if an error is
committed, ease of portability, and the enhancement of their mental rotation skills.

4.6.4 Reflect
During the session, students learned to construct various Number-Shapes with Cut-out tools. After filling up the niche,
students also counted the triangles on their own to state which number they had created. As planned, the prototype
was successful in restricting the students to create only symmetric Number-Shapes. It also enabled them to explore
the composition and decomposition of the same Number-Shape with multiple smaller Number-Shapes, while also
providing the affordance for quick iterations, error identifications, and corrections. However, the prototype was
11
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unable to make students speak of number construction in terms of smaller numbers as a whole, as they were counted
only as ones. For example, after construction of a four with two 2s, students still counted the four individual triangles
of the Number-Shape 4 instead of viewing it as a composition of two 2s.

4.7 Action-Cycle 7: The Foldable Number Card Prototype
4.7.1 Plan

With the Cut-out prototype, students were able to recognize, construct and deconstruct a number spatially and
numerically. However, the prototypes required further iteration to enable students to speak of number construction
in terms of smaller numbers other than ones. This required visual and tangible strengthening of spatial overlaps of
different sets of nested numbers.
Since the tessellations-based Number-Shape concept in the form of loose triangles (Action-Cycle 5) and the Cut-out
tool (Action-Cycle 6) was partially successful, the designer preferred to constrain the design exploration to
incrementally modify the existing prototype to incorporate the new features. With this in mind, the possibility of
folding the Number-Shapes into their constituent smaller Number-Shapes, in order to increase their visibility as a
whole, was planned. For example, a Number-Shape card of 3 constituting of three 1s could be folded into all 1s. On
the other hand, another Number-Shape of 3 constituting of one 2 and one 1, could be folded into a 2 and a 1,
respectively, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. The Foldable number card tool for number 3 with 2+1 and 1+1+1

4.7.2 Action
The Number-Shapes of a particular number were capable of being folded according to its smaller Number-Shape
constituents. Thus, enhancing the number’s viewability in terms of its smaller Number-Shape constituents, instead of
just ones. The Cut-out prototype was accordingly modified. The foldable number cards were created by cutting
triangles in acrylic sheets and thick paper. The edges of the triangles were taped with one another such that each side
could be folded onto one another.
Since the designer was still uncertain of the success of the folding concept, the prototype was kept as frugal as
possible. A tape was used to hinge the smaller Number-Shape cards (both acrylic and paper-based ones) with each
other for enabling the desired foldability. The folding number cards were deployed separately without the Cut-out
bases to first test if the folding modification has any effect on the student’s ability to view smaller numbers as a
whole. After a demonstration of the concept, each student was given the Foldable tool for numbers- 2, 3 and 4 (one
after the other) to tinker with. The designer tested the ability of the students to view and explain a Number-Shape in
terms of its smaller number constituents as a whole and not as ones.

4.7.3 Reflect
Almost all the students folded and unfolded the numbers into various possible smaller number combinations. They
showed greater interest in the prototypes which could be folded into a stack of single triangles (the all one’s NumberShape) and also counted them after folding. The tool also facilitated the design of some interesting 3D structures. For
example, one of the students created a tetrahedron from a 3 foldable into ones (Figure 15), Another student created a
structure as shown in Figure 15, with the Foldable card of 4.
After tinkering with the Foldable Card tool, almost all the students were able to speak of all the numbers (till 5) in
terms of their composition into ones -as in 3 ones make a three. However, the prototype was still unable to make
student focus on numbers other than ones. Questions like- how many threes were present in a four, or how many
twos make a four, still remained unanswered.
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Figure 15. Folding tool folded into (a) a car-like structure (b) a tetrahedron

4.8 Action-Cycle 8: The Disc Prototype
4.8.1 Plan

On reflecting upon the workshop experience so far, it was realized that the Cut-out, as well as the Foldable Card tool,
had always emphasized more on the shape aspect of the Number-Shapes than their quantity aspect. For example, the
user had to focus more on the outline of the Number-Shape to decide if it can fit into the Cut-out base and not so
much on the number of such shapes being picked up to be filled. Thus, failing to emphasize the quantity aspect.
Shifting the user’s focus from the shape to the quantity aspect of the Number-Shapes forces one to see the NumberShapes as a single entity. That is, in order to make a student say that the Number-Shape of the number 3 is made up
of – one Number-Shape of 2 and one Number-Shape of 1, they have to be first shown multiple units of NumberShapes of 2 and 1 out of which a single unit of each has to be selected (Figure 16). Thus, forcing the students to see
the entire Number-Shape of 2 as a single unit and not as two ones; therefore, designer’s objective now shifted
towards enhancing the tool’s emphasis on the quantity aspect of the Number-Shape, such that the prototype may
trigger the student to say “I will take one 2 from here, and one 1 from here to make a 3”.

Figure 16. Composition of number three through the disc tool concept

4.8.2 Action
Brainstorming and ideation on this plan led to the creation of a disc tool. The tool comprised of central cardboard with
the Number-Shape Cut-out at its centre and two spinning discs attached at its corners (Figure 17). Each disc consisted
of multiple units of smaller constituent Number-Shapes. The central Cut-out number was created by spinning the discs
and selecting any one of these multiple smaller Number-Shapes from each disc to fill the central Cut-out. For example,
a tool for number 4 contained two discs, disc-1 having three 3s and disc-2 with four 1s (Figure 17). The central Cut-out
cavity, representing the number 4 was filled by spinning the discs and choosing one 3 from disc-1 and one 1 from disc2. Thus, emphasizing on the concept of viewing smaller numbers as a whole by choosing one of it, at a time. Similar
tools were designed for numbers 2, 3 and 4 and presented to the students.
The disc manipulative was again a low fidelity prototype, completely made out of cardboard. The size of the discs was
kept sufficiently large to ensure comfortable handling by the students. After the demonstration, each student was
given individual manipulatives to handle.
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Figure 17. The disc tool for number 4 with composition 3+1

4.8.3 Reflect
The students were now able to see the constituent Number-Shapes in terms of various other smaller Number-Shapes,
instead of just ones. Students were also able to transition from the spatial to the number domain since they began to
speak of number composition in terms of various smaller numbers such as “2 and 1 combined to make 3” and “two 2s
make a 4”, etc. While playing with the discs of the number 4, the discs accidentally got dismantled, when a student
fixed it, and excitingly showed it to his friend “See Mannat, 3 and 1 combine to form a 4’’. This also indicated that
students were more engaged with numbers while making the manipulative, rather than when solving a problem.
The prototypes assisted the students to view and communicate their understanding of numbers in terms of various
smaller number compositions. The designer was delighted to see the students spin discs like a fan or often simply run
the tool on a bench like a car. The manipulative had become truly portable.

5 Conclusion
This study revealed to the authors the challenge to build prototypes that speak to the users, and in turn, the users
converse with the designers. Prototypes are incomplete (Lim et al., 2008) and therefore, often not self-explanatory,
hence the features of a prototype that a designer decides to retain or filter (Lim et al., 2008) during every action cycle
plays a key role in the success of the prototype and the process of prototyping. Despite the messiness of this process
of exploration, the constant requirement of an unbiased awareness of one’s own thoughts, decisions, and subsequent
actions, and the difficulty in communicating with users who are verbally inarticulate (children), the authors were able
to conduct successive action cycles informed by designerly thinking.

5.1 Prototyping as the Intersection Space of Users, Prototypes and Designer
The externalization of the designer’s ideas in the form of designed prototypes acted as the medium for the students to
speak back to the designer, through their feedback given on the prototype. This, in turn, led to the emergence of new
functional dimensions and interactivity dimensions in the study. Thus, the process of prototyping, in our case, was not
independent of the users as explained by Gero (1990). Instead, prototyping was done at the intersection of the
designer, the user, and the prototypes, as shown in Figure 18.
In light of the above, the model of Houde and Hill (1997) consisting of Role, Implementation, Look and Feel, and
Integration can also be updated with another dimension- the user. The inclusion of the user increases participation in
the process of prototyping, adding, and further problematizing the design process.
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Figure 18. The prototyping process at the intersection of the user, designer, and the prototypes

5.2 Interaction over Manifestation
It was interesting to observe how little the appearance dimension (Lim et al., 2008) of an intentionally designed lowfidelity prototype affected the user when the level of interactivity was high. The uneven colors, roughly cut edges,
clearly visible pin, and the unfinished appearance of the prototype did not seem to affect the response of the students
in Action-Cycle 8. The interactivity of the prototype in Action-Cycle 8 was far higher than that of finished, neatly
colored prototype of Action-Cycle 1. However, the students not only played and learned with the former prototype
but were also able to articulate it in their language.

5.3 Thinking with Hands - Externalization Makes the Prototypes Shape Designer’s Thinking
Process
The study was able to realize prototypes as the medium of externalization of the designer’s ideas so that the ‘world
can speak back to the designer’ (Schön, 2017). In our study, the world was restricted to not only the users, i.e., the
students, whose speaking back (in terms of their feedback) resulted in significant changes in the prototype, but the
prototypes during the process of externalization themselves acted as the world. This is because, while designing a
prototype, the material can be said to speak to the designer through the affordance it offers. As in our case, while
tinkering with the acrylic triangles, the material gave the designer the affordance of stacking them on top of each
other, which in turn triggered the idea of a Foldable Card tool. This also demonstrates how prototypes make the
designer think with hands, thus shaping the designer’s thinking process, in addition to the designer’s thinking shaping
the prototypes.

5.4 Perceived Manifestation Dimension
The acrylic-based Foldable Card tool provided a strong affordance for foldability due to the thickness and hardness of
the material. It was also possible to stack the triangles on top of one another, which intuitively made students to
count the pieces. The hardness of the acrylic also gave students the affordance for creating 3D structures like the
tetrahedron and the vehicle like structures to be moved around on the bench (Figure 15). The paper-based Foldable
Card tool, on the other hand, lacked in thickness and hardness, and hence failed to provide equally strong
affordances. Thus, the evaluation of the design idea of folding was affected by the use of material, i.e., the
manifestation dimension, as also explained by Lim et al. (2008).
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